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Broadcasting Plans Extended
Trojans Battle Central
Good Appointed Editor
Wallace Good has been appointed
to succeed Maurice Coburn as editor
of the Echo for the remainder of the
school year. The appointment was
made Friday by the Committee on
Student Organizations and Publica
tions.
Very soon the newly appointed ed
itor will call a meeting of the Echo
staff. At that' time all positions will
be considered vacant, but all mem
bers of the present staff will be
given the 'opportunity to express
their willingness for continued ser
vice. Mr. Good will then select his
staff, subject to the approval of the
Committee on Student Organiza
tions and Publications and of the
Discipline Committee.

HELEN H. UNGER
NAMED SPONSOR

The Taylor Trojans, fresh from
the Huntington conquest, -will play
host to Indiana Central Wednesday
night.
The Greyhounds will present a
star-studded veteran team in May
tag gym when they tangle with
our steadily improving Trojans.
Central has just been crowned as
champions of the Hoosier Confer
ence, and their two shooting stars,
Swails and McBride, contributed
no small amount to this achieve
ment. Both are in the top five in
the listing of Indiana scoring. In
dicative of Central's strength is
the fact that they lost by only
three points to Butler, a team
which has defeated Notre Dame,
Purdue, and I. U.
Taylor's chances for victory
hinge upon the scoring power of
its triumvirate of Stow, Wright,
and Ross, and the rebounding of
Haisley, Thompson, and Haifley.
Johnny Bragg is now beginning
to hit his stride, and he along with
Cofield will serve invaluably as
reserves.
Probable lineups:

Committee
Rabbi Polish
Prevailing Fashions
Lectures on Palestine Friday night fashions led a round Announces Changes
Rabbi Polish, of Chicago, 111., of gaiety and pleasure at the ban Effective March 5

representing the Jewish Chaut quet preceding the play Life With
Beginning March 5, Your Fello w
auqua Society, spoke at J;he re Father. Pastel colors which were in ship
Hour will be broadcasting every
gular meeting of the International troduced in the eighteenth century
Relations Club held on February by La Marquise de Pompadour held Saturday morning from 8:15 to 8:30.
Although plans are somewhat tent
15. His subject was "Is Perman full sway.
ent Peace Possible?" Rabbi Polish! Dama Martin in pale green organ ative, fifteen minutes of purchased
also lectured in some of the his-' dy with ruffles and a hoop skirt time has been negotiated with WBAT
tory classes and in Biblical Lit-1 could have easily been called the Marion, 1600 on the dial. Taylor will
erature class on the following day. Madame Pompadour of the twentieth also have another program, Taylor
Feature Hour. Marion's new FM
At the I. R. C. meeting Rabbi century. Sophistication for the even station, WMRI, as a result of
Polish spoke on the Palestine angle ing was symbolized by the black din the efforts of Mr. John Lamey, is 7
to this question of possible per ner dresses of Merry Lynn Johnson, donating the time for this Wednes
manent peace. "The way that the Carlene Mitchell, and Pat Stow. Our day evening program.
problem in Palestine is solved will southern belle of the nineteenth cen
Tomorrow evening the strains of
determine, in a great way, world j tury was Virginia Veenstra in an
peace" according to Dr. Polish. He j evening gown of rich royal blue Stephen Foster's melodies will be
heard on the first broadcast of the
brought out that the rise of the velvet.
Jewish state of Israel is a symbol! Everyone was carried away to a Taylor Feature Hour. Those selected 1
of an awakening just as it is' special dreamland of their own by to sing on this initial program are
in India, and will determine much the musical melodies played by Merry Lynn Johnson and Bill Kimof the effectiveness of the U. N.j Natalie Jukoff. Some of these mel brough. Their voices will be heard as
The Israeli, in setting up this odies included MY HAPPINESS solos and together as a duet. Paul
new state, declared the rights of, STOUT HEARTED MEN, GUIL Steiner will play his trombone.
equality regardless of religion or TY, CAROLINA MOON, and the Other student musicale combinations
will be a girls' trio and the varsity
sex and the right to work. This MISSOURI WALTZ.
quartet.
is embodied in their constitution
The climax of the evening came
along with a separation of the when the trio consisting of Betty
In the fall of 1943 the staff and
church and state. The speaker | Thompson, Shirley Harvey, and friends of Taylor University felt
pointed out how the newly created;
! that the school could help fill a defi
state surprised other nations in Mary Jones accompanied by Marilee
Central
Pos.
Taylor maintaining a successful resistance Brown sang TOGETHER. The trio nite spiritual need in the local area,
Roberts
F
Stow against their foe.
brought back many campus mem i After considerable planning, thought
F
Griffeth
Wright
ories as they sang the words "We and prayer, Your Fellowship Hour
The government is composed of laughed at the rain together."
. was organized in the fall of 1946 as
C
Haisley
Swails
a Michigan Corporation maintaining
McBride
G
Haifley a one-chamber legislature, and i
Blevins
a half hour program each Saturday
G
Ross this Jewish Parliament met on the'
day of this lecture with a hundred.
afternoon since that time.
and twenty delegates. Cooperative
The contract for broadcasting over
communities are charactistic of the '
WCBC, Anderson, expired January
Zionist movement. New methods!
29, and the last broadcast was heard
of agriculture are being applied, j
Preparations are under way for the February 5. Taylor then purchased
housing projects started, and new
fifteen minutes time from Station
communities are being formed to conducting of several oratorical, lit
Organized prayer meetings are
WBAT; and Marion's other station,
erary,
and
scholastic
contests
as
a
take care of the great influx of
contributing to the preparation for Jewish people.
part of the second semester program WMRI, offered the school a half
the^ Youth Conference -by providing
A high-light of the program oc on the Taylor campus. In addition to hour of free time. These events
opportunity for every Taylor student curred when Rabbi Polish opened the honor which accompanies the made apparent the need of a cen
to make a personal discovery of the floor to questions. One ques-! winning of these traditional con tralized effort in radio at the
God's will for himself in relation to tion asked was centered around the. tests, there are prizes ranging from school; therefore, the former Directhe approaching conference, accord nopulation within the country and ten to twenty-five dollars offered to -tors of Your Fellowship Hour ofing to Bob Henthorne, Co-chairman the nopulation capacity of Israel the winners of many of these events. I fered to sell the equipment and all
of Prayer Groups.
itself. Rabbi Polish explained that
One of the best known contests on I functions to Taylor University,
Students in each dormitory gather there were already or soon would the Taylor, campus is the Bishop Wil I which will now assume the assets
about ten o'clock Monday, Wednes be one million Jews in the state liam Taylor Oratorical Contest. This and liabilities of the company.
day, and Saturday evenings to seek along with about a thousand Ar contest is open to any student. An I
A Radio Committee has been ap
spiritual enrichment and to petition abs.
Each week an average of original oration is to be prepared, pointed by Dr. Meredith to operate
for definite needs in prayer. Com five thousand Jews enter the new based on the life and work of Bishop ! in the Department of Public Rela
muters meet during the noon hour state. The country of Palestine, William Taylor. Orations will be tions. This group consists of Pro
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for being about the size of Connecti given early in May, near Bishop Wil fessor Willis J. Dunn, Chairman;
a half hour of intercession. The fac cut, could assimilate a total of liam Taylor's birthday. The first Professor Paul D. Keller, Viceulty also assembles at intervals to four million in all, this being 40% prize will be fifteen dollars and the Chairman; Dr. Ronald Jones, Secre
swell the chorus of petitions for a of the Jewish population in the second will be ten dollars. Materials tary; and Dr. A. Leland Forrest. Al
world.
fruitful Youth Conference.
for thepreparation of such an oration ready this committee is making ex
Prayer leaders report that the in
Another question concerned the may be secured in the library, and tensive plans toward interesting pro
terest and burden of the various agricultural and industrial pos suggestions and directions may be grams.
prayer groups is growing, resulting sibilities of the new state. The J secured by consulting Prof. Unger
From a humble beginning Taylor's
in increased attendance and longer Rabbi informed the audience that] of the Speech Department.
radio voice has continued to grow.
prayer peroids. It is said that here no more than ten per cent of Is
An event of special interest to An adequate studio was made in the
and there individuals have expressed rael is now being cultivated. Al ministerial students on the campus
Music Hall, and a few years ago
such a concern for the spiritual suc though iron and coal has to be is the Elizabeth Conquest Award in
nearly one thousand dollars was
1 imported, the chemical resources
cess of the Conference they are de
Pupit Oratory and Manner. A prize spent for transcription facilities.
of
the
Dead
Sea
are
an
aid
to
intermined to give intercession for its
of twenty-five dollars is given by
The maturation of radio at Tay
interests a prominent place in their j dustrial advancement.
Mrs. Chester Thomas for this event.
lor will play a big part in the
The
Rabbi
Polish
summed
up
daily schedule. It is the ultimate goal
Only seniors receiving diplomas at
of those leading the prayer groups j his _ lecture by saying that just the close of this semester are eligible schools advance program for 1949.
that all Taylor students will share as in the days of Zion, "Out of to compete. Each entrant will pre Professor Dunn, chairman of the
such a burden before Youth Confer this small state comes courage pare and present an original sermon, radio committee, hopes that Tay
for all the world."
lor will continue its growth as a
ence guests begin to arrive.
to be judged on the basis of content lighthouse for cultural and spirit
and manner of presentation. Those ual development over the ether
desiring to enter should register with waves.

Student Contests
Announced

Campus in Prayer For
Youth Conference

Miss Helen Hortense Unger, in
structor in speech, has been select
ed to help the Echo staff as spon
sor, Miss Unger has had previous
journalistic experience serving as
editor of the yearbook at Bob
Jones University where she was
graduated and had further graduate
work. Members of the staff have
expressed their confidence and
hearty approval of Miss Unger as
their sponsor.

What's Going On?
Up till now the iStudent Council
has not contributed anything to the
Echo in the form of a report or
any kind of column. Consequently,
I have been asked to write some
thing on behalf of the Student
Council. Some of it will probably
be enlightening and the rest a
defense.
In dealing with every situation,
you run into a setup composed of
tradition, administrative and facul
ty; viewpoints; and behind you is
the student body giving you a kick.
After talking with some students,
I have come to the conclusion that
they believe we are playing a game
of "pass it on"; so it is my job to
pass that kick on up the line re
gardless of what it is. True, on
every major issue the Council
weighs, the problem; and after re
ceiving the view points of the ad
ministration from our sponsor, we
proceed accordingly. If we are
told that the administration looks
with favor on a certain plan, we
lose no time in submitting recom
mendation; but on the other hand,
if we know that no matter what we
say or do will get us any place,
common sense tells us it is better
to wait for a better season.
I do not mean to say that as
students we ought to sit back in a
complacent manner and let things
be as they are, for we all know
there are a lot improvements to be
Continued on page 4

Gospel Team Report

The Jubilette trio, M. Slagg, I.
Gerkin, E. Lucas, go to Hoopsten,
Illinois on Sunday, February 27, to
the First Baptist Church.
On February 28, they go to Muncie
with Mr. Lamey to an Alumni meet
ing.
Paul Steiner and a quartet com
posed of John Svann, Ray Bohleen,
Harold Herber, and Ben Sorg will
go to Rev. William Morland's C.M.A.
Church in Greenville, Ohio, Feb
ruary 27.
Dale Miller and the trio of Mary
Jones, Betty Thompson and Shirley
Harvey go to Rev. George Manley's
Church at Andrews, Ind., February.
27.
Revival services are going on at
Knox Chapel, located at Point Isa
bel, Ind'. Students helping are:
Feb. 22—Bruce Charles
Feb. 23—Dave Rauchwerk
Feb. 24—Ted Dexter and Marjorie
Leary
Feb. 25—Carol and Ruth Dixon
Feb. 27—Bill Ng
Mar. 1—Dave Rauchwerk
Mar. 2—Trio-Val Johnson, Martha
Busch, June Hanson
Mar. 3—Carol and Ruth Dixon
Mar. 4—Ted Dexter and Marjorie
Leary

Fine Arts
Department
Gives Recital

Dean Forrest by April 1. The con
test will be held during the week of
April 25 to 29.
Another award which has been
given during the past few years is
the Service Men's Memorial Award.
These awards are sponsored by sev
eral members of the faculty as mem
orials to Taylor students who have
given their lives in the service of
their country in World War II. Prizes
are offered to students writing the
best essays on the general theme
"Contemporary Problems in Ameri
can History." The first prize is fif
teen dollars and the second prize is
ten dollars. Another prize is offered
for the best literary production,
either poetry or prose, by an under
graduate student. The prizes for
these literary productions are also
fifteen dollars for the first prize and
ten dollars for the second. Students
may secure information concerning
the essay contest in American His
tory by consulting Prof. Olson, and
information concerning the literary
production may be had by consulting
Dr. Hilbish.

A recital, by the Fine Arts De
partment will be presented Satur
day evening, February 26, at 8:15
p.m. in Shreiner Auditorium, Dr.
Frew D. Mohr, director of the de
partment has announced. The pro
gram will be as follows:
"Finlandia"
Sibelius
Organ, Elaine Millhisler
"M'Appari Tutt'Amor"Van Flotow
Voice, Ernest J. MacDonald
"Improviso"
Pinto
Piano, Dan Hutchins
"The Cascades"
Smith
Trombone, Paul Steiner
"Ah, forse lue che l'amina" from
"La Traviata"
Voice, Louisa Mize
"The Angry Demon" .... Clokey
Organ, Myra Roesler
"Valse Brillante," Opus 20
Mana-zucca
Piano, Marilee Brown
"Allegro con Brio"
Colby
"Meditation"
Busch
Brass Quartet, Prof. Bunish,
"Turkey in the Straw" . . Guien
Paul Steiner, Carl Siktberg,
Paul Davidson
and William Wortman
'II Baca"
Suigi Arditi
"II Lacerto Spirito"
Verdi
Voice, Merry Lynn Johnson
Voice, Prince Schaeffer
"Festival Toccata" .... Fletcher
"Pavane"
Ravel
Organ, Mae Jean Gilbert

King of Kings To Be
Presented
Friday evening, February 25, at
7:30 p.m., in Shreiner Auditorium,
the Philalethean Literary Society will
present a two-hour motion picture
j entitled The King of Kings. The film
vividly por trays the later years of
Christ's ministry including the cruci
fixion and resurrection.
This very popular movie has been
widely acclaimed in church circles as
one of the best feature- length pro
ductions of the life of Christ ever
released. It is certain that an even
ing of excellent entertainment as
well as spiritual inspiration is in
store for all those who attend.
Tickets may be secured from any
Philo for forty cents.

Tuesday Prayer
Service Changed
The Tuesday Noon Fast and
Prayer service has been changed
to Wednesday noon according to
announcement in chapel on Mon
day.
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"Ye Shall Know the Truth" is the motto of the Echo, the
official student publication of Taylor University. As a Chris
tian institution we are committed to recognize that truth is
not necessarily that which most effectively harmonizes a given
situation, but truth is an ideal and honesty is a virtue. As such
it is a goal to be attained and recognizes the possibility of
failurp or only partial attainment.
With this motto the little, relatively insignificant Taylor
University Echo aspires to a brand of journalism sought for
by news concerns all over the country, some of which control
a great amount of public opinion and sometimes vast funds.
To them it costs both reputation and capital to make a mis
take, except in the cases where Mr. Moral Principle is bought
off by Mr. Special Interest. In these cases it usually doesn't
matter anyway, because an elert public is not interested in a
biased newspaper.
Students of Taylor can pride themselves in being considered
an alert group. The very fact that they are college students
makes them fit this category; for no matter how hard we try
to prevent it, some knowledge and wisdom is bound to per
meate our beings in this atmosphere of profound college pro
fessors and their books. The natural assumption is that the
faculty is equally or more alert.
Your college paper then, must present truth to the best of
its ability. The faculty-student Committee on Student Organi
zations and Publications has stated a list of principles which
they intend as a policy to guide the editorial staff of the Echo.
To this must be added provisions for the specific functioning
of the paper and refinements to be worked out by the editor
and sponsor and presented to the Committee on Student Or
ganizations and Publications.
1. It is the duty of any responsible journalist to be certain
that his material is true to fact. To that end, doubtful
materials should be traced to originating sources and not
accepted from secondary sources.
2. There should be a balance between freedom and control
in an institutional periodical. The North Central Asso
ciation of Colleges states that "In a socially created and
socially supported institution such as a college or uni
versity there can be no such thing as complete freedom
of expression in word and act. The basic limitations
upon freedom arise out of the universally accepted be
liefs and modes of society, such as truthfulness, decency,
moral integrity, loyalty, and the canons of good taste."
Since society permits and encourages religious organi
zations to found colleges to express the convictions of the
group, it is permissable and right for sponsors to limit
freedom to the expression of loyalty and faithfulness to
the standards of the group.
Students taking part in college journalism are further
limited by their own experience and competence. There
are some areas in which they cannot speak as experts.
It is suggested that freedom to express opinion in re
gard to matters which would improve the institution be
preserved. Limitations of "truthfulness, decency, moral
integrity, loyalty to Taylor ideals, and canons of good
taste" are to be observed.
.3. Sponsors of student publications are to read all materi
als. If there are materials about the propriety of which
the sponsor and the editor cannot agree, they should be
submitted to the Organizations Committee for approval
before publication.
4. Discussion of institutional matters should be carried on
in a manner that- will build teamwork, good will, and
greater effectiveness among the three groups most inti
mately connected with Taylor's life—the students, the
faculty, and the field constituency. Anything which
would cause lessened mutual appreciation of these
groups for each other should not be a part of a periodical
dedicated to a constructive policy.
5. Responsible journalism presupposes the ability to place
the various materials in proper perspective. The trivial,
unimportant and inconsequential should not be given
as much attention as the truly worthy.
6. Criticisms and crusades should be carried out in terms
of causes and conditons to be corrected, and never in
terms of attacks on individuals.
7. It is not the intention of the Administration to enter into
censorship as such. Vigorous discussion, within the
framework of Christian love and the Taylor ideals, is to
be encouraged. Student publications should be conducted
in such a manner as to lend fellowship, cooperation, and
buoyant faith in the purposes of a Christian college.
They should help faculty and students to be informed,
and to know where they can best invest time and effort
in making a better Taylor. They should be builders of
understanding, good will, and appreciation, not destroy
ers of them.
\ our editor pro-tem thinks it wise to consider the rest of
the verse of scripture from which the motto is taken—"And
the truth shall make you free."
The bucket of roses this week goes to a most unusual re
cipient, in that it is presented to the originator of "buckets
of roses," Mr. Maurice Coburn. The student body and Echo
staff know of his efforts and appreciate the work that he has
done in building the Echo.
T hough tradition and the canons of good taste have reEchoed, the former editor has not kicked over his bucket of
roses.

\ IT SEEMS TO ME

PREXY SAYS

by Jamie

What Can You Give?

He seemed like a man a century old when I first saw him.
As a small lad whose legs dangled down about two-thirds the
distance from the seat to the floor I used to listen to him testi
fy on Thursday evenings where my parents took me to prayer
meeting. In a short time I learned that he was wise as well
as old, and contrary to some current ideas his exhortations
and observations stayed with my youthful mind—even though
I must confess I wasn't always paying rapt attention. On one
occasion I remember his remarking about the danger of going
to camp meeting. The idea struck me as different—quite dif
ferent from any I had heard about camp meeting attendance.
Why is there any danger in going to a great spiritual feast?
isn't it a place to receive soul food, to hear great preaching
and to meet choice friends? Oh yes, and just there lies the
danger. Camp meeting is more than a place for getting some
thing. No gathering like a camp meeting or a Youth Confer
ence ever reaches the proportions of greatness unless several
people give' something. "But I give myself unto prayer," said
David, on one occasion. We must give time, energy, unsolici
ted courtesies. So many items might be mentioned. We must,
in short, give all there is of us in every channel that is open
to us, if the Youth Conference is all it should be. The danger
of a Youth Conference to any of us lies in our being desirous
only of getting something out of it.

For those of you who are curious
about the change in the name of
this column, may I offer the follow
ing explanation: there is a column in
one of the large daily newspapers
that carries the title of "As I See It."
When this was brought to my at
tention last week, I decided that, to
avoid charges of plagiarism, it would
be best to rename this feature. Now
all I need is for some one to tell me
that this name is also being used' by
somebody else.
Spring (or a reasonable facsimile
thereof) is rolling around again, and
bringing with it the annual spring
gripe. There are too many papers on
the campus. Reams of paper and
millions of words have been expend
ed on this subject, but scattered pap
ers, like the poor, seem to be always
with us. Soon Youth Conference will
once more be upon us. People will
judge Taylor's students by the pride
which they take in the appearance of
their school. What will be their
judgement when they come? How
much have you contributed to the
mess lately? and how much have
you helped to clean it up?

A few weeks ago I attended a
concert of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. On the back of the pro
gram there appeared this advertise
ment "Steinway is the choice of
Eugene Ormandy" and also "Eu
gene Ormandy says: The Steinway is
the greatest piano ever made." How
ever, on one of the inside pages, at
the bottom of the program proper ap
by Wilhelmi
peared this little notice, "The Chica
This week there is many a choice item to relate to you go Symphony Orchestra (which is
folks. I was going to speil off about the Inter-collegiate Broad directed by Mr. Ormandy) uses the
casting System, but I didn't get the dope from the Doc. so that Baldwin piano." Consistency, where
art thou?

FROM HERE

will have to wait till next time. Now for the two incidents that
are neck-n-neck for the number one spot this week; First,
Famous Last Words by Pieschke,... "remember, you aredoing
a girl a favor by taking her out..!" and second, John Rigel
told us the other day that he was working on two A. B. degrees
here in school. One's Alice Busch—What's the other? Oh,
I just remembered a third; Shirk Holmgren was talking about
filling out an income tax blank, and,
well, all I really got
out of it was something about forms and pink slips, or some
thing like that.
Don't you think Clyde, Jr. (of course) looks just peachie
in his little sailor suit. In uniform please adr^ss him as Clyde
W. Meridith, Jr. Swab-jocky 1/c. (of course)
Ah yes, then we have those brave, stout-hearted men,
Howie Runyon, Jim Hut, Birt Berrs, Paul Gentile, and the
Nelson boys (John and Hank). They get a medal for bravery
above and beyond that of the call of duty.
Young Red Fraser is in the news again, but I can't think
of what he did! Isn't that a revolting de-velopment?
Now some stuff from the mail box. (Don't blame this on
me) Eddie isn't Shy anymore-he sent Zoe a five pound box of
candy for to be her Valentine (how'd it go, Ed.?) Last year
Doris Ann was having "Les" trouble, and now shes having
"Evan" more and to finish the mailbox, we learn that Miss
Bradford has finally found a man, 'cause she has proposed to
(of all people) Glen McHatton.
I wonder how many people here on campus know Paul
"Grable" (no relation to Betty) He is a very nice chap and has
the most beautiful curly hair, and speaking of "Toni's" hair,
I mean Paul, there has been considerable dispute about the
color of it—is it naturally RED like that, Paul?
It's one o'clock and my roommate isn't in yet—excuse
me, that's my mistake
—its's only five till!!!
Let me end with this thought. In the play Friday night
"Father" told us to "be ferm" with women, but he never did
tell us what to do "when they cry."

Calendar of Events
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23—
9:38 a.m. Pep Session, Maytag Gymnasium
12:10 p.m. Fast and Prayer Service, Society Hall
6:40 p.m. Philosophy and Religion Club, Society Hall
7:45 p.m. Orchestra, Shreiner Auditorium
8:00 p.m. Basketball Game, Indiana Central, Gym.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
9:38 a.m. Freshman Orientation
9:38 a.m. Meeting of the Faculty in Division of So
cial Sciences, Prof. Decker's Office
9:38 a.m. Senior Class Meeting, A-5
6:40 p.m. All-College Prayer Meeting, Shreiner AudFRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25—
9:38 a.m. Chapel, Youth Conference Cabinet
3:55 p.m. Band Shreiner Auditorium
8:00 p.m. Philo Program, Shreiner Auditorium
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26—
8:15 p.m. Recital by Fine Arts Dept. Shreiner Aud
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27—
9:00 a.m. Campus Sunday School, Society Hall
9:30 a.m. Sunday School, Upland Churches
10:30 a.m. Morning Worship, Upland Churches
4:00 p.m. Holiness League, Society Hall
7:30 p.m. Evangelistic Service, Shreiner Aud.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28—
9:38 a.m. Chapel, Dr. McKee
6:40 p.m. Ambassadors for Christ, Society Hall
TUESDAY, MARCH 1—
9:38 a.m. Faculty and Student Prayer Groups
6:40 p.m. Language Club
6:40 p.m. Education Club

Department of Trivia:
The "Gram" in Raymond Gram
Swing's full name is the maiden
name of his second wife who, in true
feminine fashion, refused to be
parted with her pre-marital label.
What with women truck drivers,
women factory workers, and even
women lawyers, about the only place
left that is exclusively male is a
swimming class at the Y. M. C. A.

CORNERSTONE
V

W. Sheagley

J

.1

"Saved to Serve"
That which constitutes the sup
reme worth of life is not wealth, nor
ease, nor fame, nor even happiness,
but service.
—Martin
We are not storehouses, but chan
nels,
We are not cisterns, but springs,
Passing our benefits onward,
Fitting our blessings with wings;
Letting the water flow onward
To spread o'er the dessert forlorn;
Sharing our bread with our brothers,
Our comfort with those who
mourn.
If you are a Christian, you go about Christ's business as if it were
your own..
Christ sendeth forth none to
preach but whom He gifteth • here
the comfort is, that a small hand may
thread a needle, and a little bark do
better in a small river than a great
ship.
—Trapp
Do all the good you can,
By all the means you can,
In all the places you can
At all the times you can,
To all the people you can,
As long as ever you can.
—John Wesley
The fig tree was condemned not
because it bore bad fruit but be
cause it bore no fruit.
Some Christians are like canned
truit sealed tight to keep from
working.

SMILES
C?>lege professor (whose enthusiasm ran toward regular attend
ance) : Out of the entire class only
one student is absent today—John
Smith—let s hope that he is ill."
* * * *
Has the son you sent away to
college got his degree yet?"
I should say so. Why he wrote
last week that the faculty has called
^ ^uancl 8iven him the third degree. inat boy is ambitious."
* * * *
Executive ability—the art of get!!?* the c[edit for all the hard work
that somebody else does.
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TO THERE
by EDUD

What a day Saturday was! I'm
glad I have a lock for my bicycle.
I went down to the bike "garage"
and it was the only one left. Good
thing there wasn't a hack-saw
handy.
It had to be a nice day to get
Jensen out. He was out by the
gym with a seven iron making like
Ben
Hogan. At first
Gordy
thought he could make the golf
team by being nice to the coach.
Riding to classes with him, taking
care of little David, etc. Even tried
to borrow my car to do errands
for him. But now he seems to have
resigned himself to the bitter task
of practice. Poor Gordy! If he
could play golf as well as he can
put a shine on those shoes of his,
I'd be his business manager and
we'd put Mangrum, Hogan, and
Locke in the poor house.
In addition to the advertising
already put out for the Indiana
Central game, it should be noted
that the girl's varsity, undefeated
for years and so tough that Butler,
Anderson, all the teams in Indi
ana, Ohio, and Michigan (except
Indiana Central) refuse to play
them, will take the floor against
a very talented bunch of young
ladies from Central Wednesday
afternoon. The Trojanettes eked
out a thriller earlier in the season
from the Central bunch with Nan
cy Mudge throwing in over 20
points. However, Miss Mudge is
convalescing from a sprained ankle
at the present time, an encourag
ing factor from Central's point of
view.
Well, as you know the ECHO
is under new leadership and a
great many changes are taking
place. This is my last issue as
Sports Ed. In parting I wish to
express my thanks to all those
who helped fill the page each
week. Louisa and Nancy handled
the girls' affairs, while Ed Shy,
Danny Oliver, and A1 Kahler took
care of the masculine end of it.
Lemac did more than his share
as he doubled for reporter in ad
dition to his column. Hopkins
wrote up a few football games
and Carl Hassel, even though he
was feature editor wrote many,
many words for Sports. Frank
Carver almost left me stranded in
the way of a "Coach's correspond
ent" but he had a good excuse.
At times it was duty and at times
writing was fun. I'm sure Eddie
will agree that the most fun was
the Trojans Travel series. (We
even had one for the Trojanettes,
which was to long and the best
part of it was cut.)
Good luck to the new sports ed
itor as he starts out as the new
head of this department. Here's
to him for a bigger and better
Sports page. . . and to those who
have read this far in this column,
I say... "you must be nuts!!"

TWO VOICES
The voice of the crowd,
Sounds loud and long,
It sings and it shouts,
In Its rolling song.
It laughs and it roars,
It seems light and gay,
As it bellows to us,
"Come along my way."
The voice of the Spirit,
Whispers softly to the soul,
It sings the music of the Spheres,
It makes the being whole.
It leads us in the sunshine,
The babbling brook is its song,
We laugh with birds, flowers, and
hearts,
As we travel along.
The two voices clash,
They strain and struggle and sway,
And the voice pf the Spirit is the
only voice heard',
At the close of human day.
—Norman Marden

Showalter's Grocery
A Complete Food Market
Frozen Foods
PHONE 61
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The Question Box
As you perhaps know, the Tay
lor debate squad has been discus
sing the question of federal aid
to education quite a bit lately.
Therefore, we thought a question
centering around federal aid would
be interesting. We selected for
our question one of the main
"bones of contention" relative
to federal aid. "Do you think
that federal aid to education will
result in federal control of edu
cation ?
"Not necessarily.
However, I
feel that the best plan would be
to have the federal government
allot the funds to the states, ac
cording to the needs, not to the
individual schools. This would put
the handling of the funds, and thus
any attempt at regulation, more
nearly in the hands of the people.
The funds should be allocated by a
bi-partisan State Board of Edu
cation made up of educators and
experienced business men."
David Diech
"No. Reasoning that inequalities
exist in education between various
sections, between colored a n d
whites, and between rural and urban
areas, I believe federal aid is a
necessity. If a plan were involved
whereby such aid was granted to
areas according to need for the
purpose of equalizing educational
opportunity, I do not believe such
plan would result in federal con
trol. The appropriations would be
issued to the areas to be distri
buted as the local administation
sees fit."
Merry Lynn
Johnson
"The only way that federal aid
to education could be administ
rated effectively would be with
federal control. Uncle Sam will
not spend millions of dollars for
such action without some voice
in the administration of such
funds"
Ed. Thornburg
"Federal control of education
will certainly follow federal aid
to education. By precedent, federal
control follows federal subsidies
as in the Smith-Hughes Act. By
necessity, federal control follows
federal subsidies lest public ap
propriations be mismanaged." .. .
Paul Erdle
"For federal aid to education to
accomplish its purpose of equaliz
ing educational opportunities con
trol must be in the hands of en
forcement. Of what use is a gear
without teeth? In the same light
we might ask, of what use is an
ordinance, an act, or a law without
the power (control) of enforce
ment? Therefore, I believe that
for federal aid to be effective,
federal control must be included."
Dick Norris
"As a member of the N. E. A.
I would vote in favor of federal
aid to education, provided it is
without federal control. A careful
study of the N. E. A. journals
dealing with the arguments pro
and con will enable one to see that
federal aid does not in any way
make federal control necessary e.
g.: federal funds for a State high
way bridge does not mean that
the State cannot choose whether
it will be constructed of wood or
steel. A federal dollar invested in
the Upland school does not mean
that Uncle Sam will send an in
spector to dictate to the trustee as
to how the dollar must be spent."
Dr. Ronald D. Jones

come to

BOSTON STORE
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

"You're so stupid you think the
College Coach has wheels.. . .
"Let's get loose... five laps
around gym (Coach must have a
limited vocabulary).. .two lines
hit the pivot... be deceptive...
make-em-good. . .Cofield, you act
like you're driving a herd of heif
ers instead of dribbling. . .handle
that ball. . . I'll be glad when you
enter that bland and auspicial pat
tern of connubial felicity. . . Dama
will
settle
you
down... three
groups now. . .make passes short
and snappy. . .get your mind out
of Warsaw, Cookie, she'll be down
next year. . .keep those fingers re
laxed... hold it...de object of de
game is to put de ball into de bas
ket...ten good passes are wasted
if you can't hit that little iron
hoop just a decade in feet from
your takeoff point. . .let's change
our fundamentals. .. line up for
fast break pattern...
"Big Keith, lasso your extensors
around
that "Lastbilt"
(21.50
model) and whip it out to the
side. . .stay wide, iStow. . .you may
be a charter member of the
Breakfast Club but your S. P.'s
are limited on this fast break...
dribbler goes to the middle and
everyone moves as a unit. . .re
member it takes 5 men to make
a team. . .5 x 1 is 5 but 5 x 5 is
25...keep your head upon that
dribble and hit the open man.. .
"Newcomer, CONDIT, LOUEY
. . .you clowns are never around
when I need you. . .J. P. and I
are going to cut your pay. . . next
trip you get only mustard on
your hotdog. . .Ted, Ross, Howie,
Jumbo and Keith get shirts ...
(I wonder when these things were
washed last. . .when mine dries
out it stands up by itself... Plug
here for a washer in gym)"
" Coach. ..your wife is on the
phone.. .wants to know what time
you want chow"
"Tell her I'll be there as prompt
as usual (anytime between five
and midnight)" Now we'll start
our half floor work. . .double post
and then the figure eight. . .pass,
screen, roll, cut, pass off, shoot,
rebound... stay with it, Doc, take
advantage of that ton-torso and
leave nothing but the paint on
that background. . . get position onthose rebounds. . . Hey Paderewsski^ on the piano... we'll arrange
for your audition next week. ..
we have about as much privacy as
the Varsi-T-Grill during chapel
hours last semester.
"Handle that ball like a hot po
tato . . . keep your hands up on de
fense Nelson. . .Watch that reach
ing in Don... Hacking a man may
be according to etiquette in Texas,
Beeson, but here it spells two
shots from the 18 foot marker to
these striped shirt blind men in
Hoosierland. . .Defense,
defense,
defense. ..that is the only way to
improve your offense. . . and viceversa. ..

"Mac will you call this...Bob will
you help him.. .Birdseed has just
finished last month's statistics
and our turnovers are improving
...we won that last one in spite
of our errors. . . nice rebound Girard... that Wright must be jet
propelled. ..switch
on
defense
Hartman. . . what you doing, Gordie, taking tickets. . .nice shot any
way... watch that Rigel, he'll fire
around that tree. .. Bragg can fake
like a Bendix washer switching
The question for next week will to a dry movement.. .Thompson
be: What has been your reaction moves those arms like pistons in
to the demerit system which a new Tucker. ..
governs the girls?
"That's enough for tonight.. .
Remember, if you have any shoot 5 free throws and shower
questions that you would like to ... hit that sack early tonight ,and
see discussed, write them down don't forget you must maintain
and address them to The Question a "Sea" average to float on this
desk."
Box, Box 414.

YOURS FOR SERVICE

KELLER'S D & S STORE

B. H. TROUT
BARBER SHOP

FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
FILM DEVELOPING
. DRUG
ITEMS

UPLAND, INDIANA

PHONE SI

UPLAND

For Quality
Merchandise

Typical Basketball

! THE

COMPLIMENTS OF

MAIN
CAFE
EAST SIDE OF SQUARE
HARTFORD CITY

WILSON'S
Food Market
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Taylor Hoopsters Gain
Revenge Over Forresters
Intramural
Basketball

| Taylor University captured its
Saturday ended the regular sched eleventh victory of the season
ule of intramural basketball in lea ' Saturday night when it nosed out
gue play; however, there are yet six I Huntington College, 57 to 53, be
games to be played because of an fore 2,000 fans in the Huntington
| High-School gym.
earlier postponement. At present the
The Trojans now have won 11
married men and 3rd floor SwallowRobin are deadlocked for first posi and lost seven and have two more
tion, each with one loss. Plans are games to play, meeting Indiana
being arranged to conduct an elimin Central at Maytag gym Wednes
ation tournament to determine the in day night and then closing the
tramural Grand Champion of the season with Earlham at Upland
March 1.
season. Play will start March 2, the
The Trojans never had much of
drawings of which will be published
a bulge on Huntington although
in next week's Echo.
they managed to lead most of the
Thursday night's encounters found time. The score was tied at the
the Commuters winning from the half, 26-all, but Taylor had a twoGilbert-Odle Houses, 54to45, and the point edge, 41 to 39, going into
3rd Floor from Wisconsin trouncing the final quarter.
1st and 2nd S-R, 48 to 37. The Com
Howie Stow's 18 points topped
muters over came an early lead to the winners while Schilling with
walk away from the G-0 Houses. 12 headed Huntington's scoring
Good offensive play by Anderson and efforts.
Taylor might have made the
Darby, who scored 17 and 16 points
reespectively, and' Carl Rice's ex score larger if the Trojans had
pert defensive play paved the way been more accurate from the free
to victory for the Commuters. Ford throw line. Stow hit but four of
II gift tosses and all told the Tro
led the losers with 12 points.
Third Wisconsin out-roughed 1st jans connected on only 13 of 31
and 2nd S.-R in their 48 to 37 win. free throws while Huntington was
Barram's Bunch wasn't able to stop hitting 11 of 23. Taylor's second
Ray Herje as he led both teams with team scored its thirteenth victory
18 points. Although they started without defeat in taking the opener.
43 to 38.
slow, the 3rd floor finally hit
stride in the second period and con TAYLOR
FG FT PF
trolled play for the remainder of the Stow
7
4
5
contest. Forty fouls were called and Nelson
0
0
2
three men, Fraser, Kimbrough, and Wright
4
4
1
Daugherty, left the game via the Haisley
2
0
4
foul route.
Bragg
3
1 1
Height, experience, and depend Thompson
1
1 1
able reserve power again aided the Ross
3
2
3
Married Men in overpowering 2nd Haifley
0
1
0
Floor Wisconsin, 56 to 30, in the Cofield
2
0
0
first of two Saturday games. Lead
Totals
22 13 20
ing the offensive attack were Johnny
Strahl and George Burns who be HUNTINGTON
3 1
tween them scored 32 points, De Schoeff
4
5
1
2
fensively, Leeman, who played good, Buzzard
Kaylor
2
0
2
aggressive ball, continually forced
Logenbaeh
0
0
1
his opponents into rushing their
0
1
3
passes. Wilhelmi proved to be the Wohlford
Stites
1
2
1
backbone of the Wisconsin team as
Garretson
1
.. ... 4
4
he • contributed- some very- fine re
Cozad
2
1
5
bound' work and led his squad with Schilling
4
4
3
13 points.
Totals
21 11 25
In the game of the week 3rd Floor
Score at half:
S-R eked out a win over 4th Floor
Wisconsin, 47 to 45. It was almost a Taylor, 26; Huntington, 26.
story book ending for the 4th Floor
Officials: Johnson and Liebrum.
Hotshots as they poured in thirteen
Free throws missed: Taylor—
points in the last three minutes of Stow 7, Wright 4, Bragg 2, Ross
play to almost pull the game out of 4, Cofield
. Huntington—Buz
the fire. Leading since the middle of zard, Schoeff, Wohford 2, Stites,
the second period the 3rd Floorers Garretson 3, Cozad, Schilling 3.
from S-R had earned a comfortable
margin, and with 3 minutes remain
ing they were in front 47 to 32. But when he Commuters tangle with 2nd
the Hotshots had ideas: John Svaan Wisconsin at 7:45 p.m., and 3rd
and Merlin Wilkins each connected floor S-R meets the Gilbert-Odle
for two baskets, and Gus Johnson Houses at 9:00.
along with Leigh Maclver combined
W
efforts in adding five more points TEAM
just before the gun sounded. It was Married Men
5
a dramatic finish with the Hotshots 3rd S-R
4
exhibiting a fine brand of basketball 1 & 2 S-R
4
along with that needed fighting Commuters
3
Wise.
4th
3
spirit—and it almost ©paid off. Har
old Herber sparked the defenseive 3rd Wise.
2
play of the winners as he displayed 2nd Wise.
1
G-0
Houses
his ability to control the backboards,
0
and Eddie Shy again led his team Commuters Pts.
Gilbert-Odle
with a 15 point total. Merlin Wil Anderson .... 17
Wesner
10
kins netted 12 points to lead his Rigel
5 Tsosie
3
team in scoring.
Rice
10 Ford
12
The remaining games are sched Parks
6
11
uled as follows: Thursday night, 2nd Darby ...... 16 Hayden
Delong
1
Wisconsin vs. 3rd Wisconsin at 8:00,
54 Helm
2
and 4th Wisconsin vs. Gilbert Odle
Travis
6
Houses at 9:15. On Saturday at
45
1:30 it is the Married Men vs. 1st
and 2nd S-R, and at 2:45 the Com 3rd Wisconsin
1 st & 2nd S-R
4 Fraser
muters are matched against 3rd floor Good
2
S-R. The remaining two games will Kimbrough .. 5 Matsomoto .. 8
be completed the following Monday Hunt
14 Barram
11
Thomas
2 Berry
6
Martin
4 Hansen
5
Herje
18 Hunt
5
48 Muelhenbeck. 0
37
PHONE 92

Upland Hardware

Married Men

TEAR 'EM UP, TROJANS

THE OAKS
SHORT ORDERS
SANDWICHES
SOFT DRINKS
GAS & OIL

Good Stock to Choose From
BILL

WILSON,

JANITOR

Trojans Bury
| Huntington

Half-Mile East of Gas Ctty on
The Upland Pike

Townsend ...
Rupp
Korver
Strahl
Burns
Campbell ...
Leeman
Terhune
Wiegand ....
Williams ....

4th Wisconsin

4
4
8
18
14
4
4
0
0
0
56

Maclver .... 5
Wilkins
12
Johnson
2
McElwee ... 9
Warner
6
Russell
2
9
Svaan
45

2nd Wisconsin

Barret
3
Miller
3
Birkey
2
Smith
1
Merian
2
Lindell
6
Wilhelmi ... 13
30

3rd S-R

Oliver
.. 14
Shy
15
Kulaga ...
2
Driskell .. .. 2
Reeder ...
Herber ... .. 8
47
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DID YOU KNOW? What's Going On?

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1949

What's Behind a Title

SO YOU DID HIM A FAVOR?

Kelly's Dream
House

So you think you are doing your
friends a favor? Well, now, maybe
So you think it is easy to write a
that Sickler Memorial Hall was made at Taylor. On the other hand nice clever feature article for the you aren't. Stop and think it over.
If you have been awakened in the
When you do a favor for some
at one time the dormitory for men? after Taylor's 103 years of exist- Echo. I suggest you read this and
morning by the pounding of ham
one,
do
they
feel
that
they
must
re
At the time of Mrs. Christopher ence, 1949 is not the year for a | get a new slant on the work and
turn it or else be eternally grateful mers, you haven't been dreaming.
worrv that
Sickler's bequest of $2000, the cost "revolution." Drastic change can-1i worry
that is
is nnrmallv
normally lront
kept h^hinH
behind
to
you? If they feel that way, then Mrs. Kelly is having her home built.
not
come
over
night,
but
bit
by
bit
of board, room rent and tuition for
the scenes. For instance, let's take you haven't done them a favor.
The structure is made up of a
and
piece
by
piece
improvements
the 36 weeks of the school year
this week.
Before you _promise to do some kitchen, living room, three bedrooms,
was $108. For students preparing will be made on our campus.
About Wednesday I was told,
utility room, and a bath. The kitchen
for the ministry or mission work What we need other than one big "Make it 560 words this week, Lewis, one a favor, check yourself on these is going to be small, for Mrs. Kelly
and for the children of ministers revolution are many resolutions to and try to think of something really points and decide if you will be
wants to be able to stand in the mid
and missionaries this amount was improve the relationship between clever—for a change. Oh yes, and doing them a favor or asking them
dle and reach. She doesn't want a
to sign their lives away.
the students and faculty and ad have it in by Friday."
reduced to $90.
1. Don't give up once you have dining room or picture windows; so
The number of men students ministration to make a college
I shoved my brain into high gear
won'f be any" A11 the rooms are
was much greater than the number complete. So, the only conclusion and off I went in search of an idea. started to do someone a favor and there
be e4uiPPed with fluorescent lightof women, but a large number of to draw from all this is confidence What will it be this week? Maybe a even if it does turn out to be more °
work than you have bargained for; 'ng and ,tbey w'" be heated by oil.
both qualified for the $90 rate. and cooperation on both sides.
Some of you have been wonder rewrite of "Bone head English" and make it seem that it is really nothing ^be outside of the house is to be covIf dorm, rooms were not available
call it "Stonehead Sociology"—but
2. Dont run around subtly men-1 e,red wit.h grey cedar shingles, and
for these students, the institution ing what the Student Council has on second thought, I don't believe
be a smaU front porch.
done
this
year.
Some
of
the
things
tioning it or take a superior attitude tbere
had to pay $18 a year to cover
my sociology grades would stand
room rent in a residence. Mr. may seem small and unimportant that. I'll ask somebody for an idea. toward the person just because you Also, there is to be a breezeway be
tween the kitchen and the garage.
Reade, who was president of the to you, but we have gone as far
"Hey Hopwood, come here a min were in a position to do him a favor.
As plans stand now, Mrs. Kelly
University at that time, raised as we could go to help you, and
3.
Don't
expect
payment
for
a
from friends of Taylor small make this an enjoyable year for ute—" and I presented my problem favor—even in the form of gratitude wants to have an outside fireplace
to him. I know he meant to be help
the center
C„ ?r of
ot, the backyard.
gifts to cover as much as possible you.
from the person who accepted it. built
™ut in me
Backyard.
Do you remember when you ful, but he only gave me a worth Don't keep reminding him of the! -h
this amount of reduction for those
f.v! will be planted on both
less,
"Why
not
write
a
good
article
sides of the fireplace and run to both
who received it on their year's came in last September that there
favor.
sides of the lot. Just behind this is
expenses. These gifts were put was someone at the bus or train showing the humorous side of Ein
Remember—you
can
build
friend
into what was then called the station to bring you back to the stein's theory of relativity as applied ships on favors, but only if its is a space for a vegetable garden. A flag
campus? Well, the Council was to nuclear fission."
stone terrace is to be built in the
Faith Fund.
Here comes Jim DeWald; maybe real favor and not a weapon of black foreground of the backyard. There
The Sickler bequest of $2,000 here at school. We also sponsored
mail.—"The
Maverick,"
Northern
will be evergreens and dwarf fruit
and the money on hand in this the iStudent-Faculty reception and he can help. I presented the problem Oklahoma Junior College.
planted in various spots in the yard'.
"Faith Fund" plus other supple responsible for your reception at to him and he gladly offered to help
Mrs. Kelly also plans to have a small
ments were put into the building the two mixers which were held with, "Oh, that's simple. Write about
which was given the name Sickler in the gym this year. All the Coke Taylor's feminine aspect." I do be BIRTHDAYS
herb garden and various kinds of
Memorial Hall. Sickler Memorial machines you see around the cam lieve that fellow has girls on his What happens when another year, roses.
The house is expected to
pus,
except
the
one
in
the
gym,
are
mind
constantly!
Hall for the housing of young
be completed by the last of March,
Marks
a
milestone
along
life's
sponsored
by
the
Student
Council.
"How about the library? There
men was completed at the cost of
and Mrs. Kelly, Karen, and Bobby
way ?
We also helped to buy the new must be something there to give me
about $6,500.
plan to move into it around the first
Do
we
cross
a
mark
toward
hap
Later when such a large part oven which you will find in the an idea.' So I went to the card cata
of April.
piness,
of H. Maria Wright had to be kitchenette for your use. The log and' started looking. Under "wri- And a cleaner brighter day?
taken for the expanding library Student Council has also helped to ing" I found "see journalism." Un Or do we step across the ruleage
and administrative offices, and head up the Development Drive der journalism there were numerous
FILM TO BE SHOWN WED.
line,
rooms for the young men could among the students here on the volumes listed and one reference to To dispair and gloom instead?
"Five Minutes to Live," a film
be provided in Sammy Morris Hall, campus. Perhaps the biggest job "features." On this card 1 was re And walk a road in shadows,
depicting a phase in the life of
the interior of iSickler was modi we have is to hear your many ferred to "feature writing" and fin Where sunny smiles are dead ?
some of the greatest spiritual
fied by removing partitions to gripes and try to do something ally to "anecdotes" where one book
Does it mean we cross a milestone, leaders of today will be shown in
make rooms large enough for about them. We hear them on was listed. I rushed to the stacks,
Toward
a
few
more
helping
hands,
Philosophy and' Religion club in
classrooms. The entire south row every hand, and if it is at all posi- but only to find it was gone, some
And a prayer and smile for every Society Hall on Wednesday, Feb.
of rooms was thrown into one ble we try to see that the wrong is one had taken a short cut through
one,
23, at 6:40
room to accommodate the fresh made right. Also, as we move the card catalog. But there on the
In every clime and land?
The film is composed of a series
man English classes and other re about the campus we see things shelf above it was an interesting vol
We know what the past has of events showing what these well
quired courses which needed the going wrong, and rather than pub ume entitled "9999 Jokes." 1 took it
brought,
known leaders would do had they
space. Other smaller rooms were lish them or call some stud down, opened its ancient pages and
but five minutes to live. Some of
formed in other sections of the ent in, we merely drop a word to read, "Who ftas that lady I saw you Whither we be pauper or king,
building. When the mastadon skel the offender or have several of out with last night?' 'That was no But mankind cannot lift the veil, those seen will be Dr. H. A. Iron
eton was discovered and excavated, your student friends say something lady, that was my wife'." There And see what tomorrow may bring. side and Dr. Oswald J. Smith as
We can make our tomorrows,
well as other nationally known
the museum which had previously to him. To me, that is real student must be something better than that.
And the years that follow along, preachers.
been stored in the attic of Wright government. What we are really
Next I tried the Reader's Guide, A dreary hum, or if we wish,
All philosophy and religion ma
Hall was brought out of hiding trying to do is, as they say, to going back as far as July 1873, but
A happy carefree song.
jors and minors as well as any
and put in order in its present "nip it in the bud."
I
couldn't
find
a
thing.
I
tried
the
God
created
us
free,
other interested students are in
Then too, we are responsible
place. The Biology Department
encyclopedias, but there was nothing
us this world of lands and vited.
was moved to the second floor of for the music and special numbers there to help. I had thought of giving Gave
seas,
Sickler from the northwest room in the dining hall on Friday eve
the chemical analysis of a belch, but And what we make tomorrow's
of Wright Hall basement; thus nings and Sunday noons. Into all
years,
room jvas made for the expansion the other phases of your school that would involve endless research.
With a feeling of near defeat, I re Is all up to just you or me.
life we do not enter unless we are
of the Chemistry Department.
turned to the dorm and asked Clyde
Norm Marden
During the past year Sickler invited to do so.
In conclusion, I trust that the Michel, if I could borrow his 1949
Memorial Hall has undergone
another reformation. The Biology students will not be afraid to bring Miles Almanac. I leafed through its gested I give a view of campus life
Department has been moved into us their gripes, but with the pages and found my horoscope, how as seen from the eyes of a little fly,
the new Science building and the ' understanding that we will go as to grow summer onions in the winter, flying around. But that's no good;
interior of Sickler redecorated. At far as common sense will allow us. and how to remove garlic stains there are screens on all the Mageetoo
that
the
last from leather gloves, but nothing Campbell windows.
the present time Sickler Hall is Remember
GO GET 'EM TROJANS
considered the Education building. word rests with the administration really helpful.
"What will I do? What will I do?":
That night I dreamed of the fea Suddenly an idea came. Why hadn't!
in case of academic standing and
"With a single stroke of a brush," religious standards, and that in ture editor asking me for my article I thought of it before. I'll just write
said the school teacher taking his some cases, they too are responi- being late. I suddenly woke up with a a real hot editorial and then, as
class' round the National Gallery, ble to higher authority. Thank cold sweaty chill and lamented the simple as all that, I won't ever have
day I ever thought I'd like to write to have anymore writing worries.
"Joshua Reynolds could change a you—
for the Echo.
smiling face to a frowning one."
Bob Long
Next morning my roommate sug"So can my mother," said a small
President, Student Council
boy.
„
„
,
Continued from page 1

by Phil Cook

by Lewis Boltz
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Indiana Central

MILLER
MOTOR SALES

Flowers
For All Occasions
HENLEY'S
E. Bertsche

P. Steiner

Shoe Repair

For Tasty

PROMPT SERVICE
GOOD WORK

Pastries

Hours 7:30 >.M. to 3:00 P.M.
West Washington St., Upland

THAT HIT THE SPOT

Upland Baking Co.

MODERN
SHOE REPAIR

THE COLLEGE STORE
Representative

BOTTLED UNDER

AUTHORITY OF THE

COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA Bottling Co.* Portland, Ind.

BRUNSWICK BOWLING ALLEYS

OLLIE'S

First & Main
Phone 2201
GAS CITY, IND.

Service Station

Restaurant & Fountain Service

Material for the Craftsman

Willman Lumber Co.
PHONE 211

UPLAND

For "TOPS" in
Dry Cleaning

UPLAND
BEAUTY SHOP
Post Office Building

TIRES, TUBES, ACCES
SORIES, BATTERY SERVICE
LUBRICATION
LIGHT MECHANICAL WORK

The Station with the Larg
est Student Trade.

Appointment by Phone

CALL 72
COLD WAVE, MACHINE
AND MACHINELESS
PERMANENTS
SHAMPOOS—HAIR STYLING
Rose Hardwick, Manager

Watch Our
FIGHTING TROJANS
Incapacitate Indiana Central
Eliminate Earlham

CITIZENS INSURANCE AGENCY
BUILDINGS—AUTO—LIFE
UPLAND

POST OFFICE BUILDING

To get konkoctions for kampus kids
kome to the

GARDINER
"The Cleaner"
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

MEADOW GOLD ICE CREAM
Beatrice Foods Co.
MARION

VARSI - T - GRILL

